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Chiari malformation was first described over a century ago, and consists of posterior fossa anomalies that generally share the feature of cerebellar tonsillar descent through the foramen magnum. Our understanding of this disorder was initially based on autopsy studies, and has been greatly enhanced by the advent of MRI. The surgical management of Chiari anomalies has also evolved in a parallel fashion. Although the exact surgical technique varies among individual surgeons, the goals of surgery remain constant and consist of relieving brainstem compression and cranial nerve distortion, restoring the normal flow of CSF across the foramen magnum, and reducing the size of any associated syrinx cavity. Syrinx cavities are most commonly associated with Chiari anomalies, yet primary spinal syringomyelia (PSS) can be caused by traumatic, infectious, degenerative, and other etiologies that cause at least a partial CSF flow obstruction in the spinal subarachnoid space. As with syringomyelia associated with Chiari anomalies, the main goal of PSS surgery is to reestablish CSF flow across the area of obstruction. In addition to MRI, myelography with CT can be very helpful in the evaluation and management of these patients by identifying focal regions of CSF obstruction that may be amenable to surgical intervention. Future directions for the treatment of Chiari anomalies and syringomyelia include the application of advanced imaging techniques, more widespread use of genetic evaluation, large-scale outcome studies, and the further refinement of surgical technique.
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THE designation “Chiari malformation” is used as shorthand for a variety of anatomical anomalies, which, with one exception, have the common feature of cerebellar tonsillar descent through the foramen magnum. In this respect, these anomalies agree with the cases described in 1891 and 1896 by Hans Chiari, although it is widely recognized that his autopsy studies were based on hydrocephalic infants who died soon after birth. The Scottish anatomist John Cleland had described a similar abnormality in 1883. Arnold’s name, rarely associated with this condition in the current literature, was added by Greig and Schwalbe, based on a somewhat similar case of cerebellar descent, but without hydrocephalus.

It is worth noting that Chiari’s type III and IV abnormalities, with displacement of the entire cerebellum out of the skull, are more correctly termed “malformations.” Type II, by definition associated with spina bifida and myelomeningocele, is thus also related to a congenital malformation. By far the most common Chiari abnormality, encountered in children and adults, is the so-called Chiari malformation type I, and critical consideration of this terminology raises the question of whether the condition represents variations of structure that allow the cerebellar tonsils to project through the foramen magnum. In some instances, the anatomical variants allow the distal brainstem, as well as the tonsils, to project through the foramen magnum. The clinical differentiation of this variant has given rise to the designation of Chiari type 1.5 (Fig. 1). The exception to the generalization of tonsillar descent through the foramen magnum is represented by the so-called “Chiari type 0,” a condition in which some manifestations of the typical Chiari anomaly, notably syringomy-
elia, result from a process of cranial CSF flow impairment at the craniocervical junction other than tonsillar descent, such as membrane formation. The justification for using the term “Chiari” is that surgical treatment for these patients is similar to that used for Chiari type I abnormalities.

Recognizing that structural anatomical variants associated with a disproportion of posterior fossa volume and its contents allow the cerebellar tonsils to project through the foramen magnum, this review will use the term “Chiari anomaly” in preference to malformation.

Chiari Incidence

Although the number of patients with the imaging diagnosis of Chiari anomaly has increased greatly since the availability of MRI, the true incidence of clinically significant Chiari anomalies is considerably lower. This is the result of varying criteria used by radiologists to make a diagnosis of Chiari anomaly, as well as the problem of estimating the prevalence of Chiari anomaly on the select group of individuals undergoing imaging. The prevalence has been cited as 0.24%–3.6% of the population, and 0.56%–0.77% based on MRI studies. The true incidence of the structural abnormalities forming the diagnostic criteria of Chiari anomaly in the population is presumably much higher because there undoubtedly are many individuals who remain asymptomatic, even though they have structural abnormalities typical of the Chiari anomaly. Incidence figures based on pediatric populations tend to give higher prevalence figures because of the natural tendency of the tonsils to ascend with age. Numerous studies have demonstrated a higher prevalence among females. It is interesting to speculate what might precipitate clinically significant symptoms in some patients who must be presumed to have had the underlying structural changes. Trauma has been identified as one possible factor.

From a clinician’s viewpoint, patients with Chiari anomalies present most frequently at two time periods: in early childhood (8 and 9 years) and in adults, with peak ages between 41 and 46 years. The reasons for these incidence peaks are not understood at the present time. There are, however, differences in treatment and treatment outcomes that apply to patients treated in early childhood and adult patients.

Structural Abnormalities Constituting the Chiari Anomaly, and Genetic Relationships

A posterior fossa that is small in relation to the size of the cerebellum is widely accepted as underlying the descent of the cerebellar tonsils through the foramen magnum, although these differences may not apply to all children. A relatively small posterior fossa may be the result of different factors, including low insertion of the tentorium and a more horizontally or even tipped-up occipital bone. Thickened calvarial bone is also capable of reducing posterior fossa volume (Fig. 2). Changes collectively termed “basilar invagination” may encroach on the posterior fossa space anteriorly. The genetic basis underlying these variants is, without doubt, not the same. Regions of linkage to Chiari anomalies have been identified on chromosomes 9 and 15, but much of this work has been conducted in conjunction with studies linking Chiari to comorbidities. Familial instances of Chiari anomalies have been reported and constitute a small percentage of the Chiari population seen clinically.

Secondary Chiari Anomalies

Tonsillar descent through the foramen magnum may occur for reasons unrelated to posterior fossa morphology, but related to spinal CSF pressure differences. This includes cranial CSF hypertension, such as that which occurs in idiopathic intracranial hypertension or hydrocephalus, and CSF hypotension, as occurs in spinal CSF leaks and perhaps in some instances of tethered spinal cord. The clinical presentation of secondary Chiari anomalies may be very similar to that of Chiari type I anomalies, and syringomyelia may develop as a result of tonsillar descent. The identification of secondary anomalies is extremely important before treatment is instituted, because in secondary Chiari anomalies treatment should be directed at the underlying cause.

Complex Chiari

Complex Chiari anomalies are defined as occurring in patients with all or some of the following imaging findings: brainstem herniation through the foramen magnum
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(see also Chiari type 1.5), a clivoaxial angle of less than 125°, and basilar invagination. It is generally agreed that some of these patients are more likely to require cranio-cervical fusion.

Chiari Type I as a Comorbidity

Chiari type I anomalies may be present as a comorbidity with other entities, most notably hereditary connective tissue disorders (HCTDs) and Klippel-Feil syndrome. According to one study, 13% of 3000 Chiari patients had some form of HCTD. Obliteration of the cisterna magna with tonsillar descent is also observed in some children with hydrocephalus. Atlantoaxial instability appears to play a role in at least some patients with Chiari anomaly.

Etiology of Chiari-Related Syringomyelia

The incidence of syringomyelia in patients with Chiari anomaly has been estimated at 69% in adults and 40% in children. Earlier concepts of the etiology of Chiari-related syringomyelia assumed a communication of the syrinx cavity with the fourth ventricle, leading to the concept of “communicating syringomyelia.” It formed the basis of Gardner’s operative procedure that placed a tissue plug at the most inferior point of the fourth ventricle. The success of this procedure in some patients may, however, have been the result of the posterior fossa bony and intradural exposure, rather than the “obex plug” as such. Absence of a communication between the fourth ventricle and the syrinx cavity in most cases of Chiari-related syringomyelia was demonstrated in autopsy specimens by Milhorat and became clearly evident with the widespread use of MRI.

A more likely explanation is that advanced by Oldfield and colleagues, who proposed that the pulsatile movement of the cerebellar tonsils acting on an enclosed spinal subarachnoid space drives fluid into the cord parenchyma. Stoodley’s research pointed to the role of arterial pulsations in the spinal subarachnoid space as contributing to the transparenchymal propagation of CSF.

Slit-Like Spinal Cord Cavities

Slit-like spinal cord cavities are commonly, yet incorrectly, referred to as syringomyelia by radiologists and other healthcare professionals, but in actuality represent a persistent central canal that is found normally in a small percentage of adults. In contrast to a true syrinx, the persistent central canal is almost always located in the center of the spinal cord, symmetrically round, of a narrow diameter, commonly discontinuous, and tapered at its rostral and caudal ends. The factors that promote obliteration of the central canal in the course of normal human development are not known at this time. The concept that remnants of the central canal may serve as the nidus for the development of syringomyelia was noted by Milhorat. Because obliteration of the central canal occurs somewhat unevenly in the earlier years of life, it may explain why only some patients with Chiari anomaly and only some patients with spinal cord injury develop syringomyelia. In many cases, posterior fossa decompression will result in resolution of the syrinx, yet in some instances an obvious central canal may remain following syrinx resolution, further supporting the concept that the central canal can act as a nidus for syringomyelia.

Etiology of Primary Spinal Syringomyelia

Primary spinal syringomyelia (PSS) is defined as syringomyelia occurring in relation to pathology entirely within the spine, rather than in relation to abnormalities at the cranio-cervical junction. It is a far less common cause of syringomyelia than Chiari anomaly. The identified causes of PSS include spinal trauma, arachnoid cysts of the spine, and scarring due to meningitis or subarachnoid blood. Cysts associated with intraspinal neoplasms are not generally considered true syringomyelia, although neoplasms that produce significant narrowing of the subarachnoid space may have an associated syrinx cavity. Spondylotic ridges and disc herniations may also be associated with PPS. In each of these situations there appears to be at least a partial block of CSF pulsations caused by an obstruction, resulting in a pressure differential, which favors intrusion of CSF into the cord. Rupture of the syrinx cavity and communication with the subarachnoid space may occur at the site of spinal cord injury.

Chiari Imaging

The diagnosis of Chiari anomaly and syringomyelia is currently made primarily on the basis of MRI studies. Conventional studies are performed with 1.5- or 3-T MRI.

FIG. 2. Sagittal T2-weighted MR image of a 19-year-old woman with Chiari type I anomaly who presented with severe headaches and was found to have a thickened calvaria that further reduced her posterior fossa volume and contributed to her symptomatology.
In certain special situations, as in the case of patients with suspected craniocervical instability or recent trauma, there may be benefit of obtaining an upright MRI study with or without flexion and extension of the neck. Plain radiographs with flexion and extension views are helpful in cases of suspected instability.

There has been much emphasis on measurement of the extent of tonsillar descent below the foramen magnum, based on the original studies of Barkovich, who stated that patients with 5 mm or more of tonsillar descent were more likely to have a Chiari anomaly. More recently, it has become clear that the measurement of tonsillar descent does not necessarily correlate with the clinical picture. The pointed shape of the cerebellar tonsils indicative of compression, the presence or absence of CSF spaces surrounding the tonsils, and evidence of brainstem compression on axial images at the level of the foramen magnum may be as significant as a measurement of tonsillar descent. The severity of tonsillar descent also does not correlate with the presence, size, or absence of a syrinx cavity.

The value of cardiac-gated CSF flow studies of the posterior fossa is a subject of controversy, inasmuch as reduced CSF flow posterior to the tonsils is not necessarily associated with clinical symptoms. However, such studies have added considerably to our understanding of some aspects of the pathophysiology.

**Imaging of PSS**

MRI is the most widely used imaging modality used to assess PSS. In posttraumatic cases and patients with arachnoid cysts or webs, myelography combined with computed axial tomography may help to identify obstructive pathology that lends itself to focal resection. High-intensity T2-weighted MRI of the spine, although not universally available, is also helpful in identifying intradural obstructive pathology.

**Symptoms of Chiari Anomalies**

Symptoms of Chiari anomaly can be divided into those related to the CSF circulation and those related to compression or traction of the brainstem, cerebellar connections, and cranial nerves. Symptoms of syringomyelia are generally related to spinal cord dysfunction and related pain, as noted below. The most common symptoms related to CSF circulation are the classic tussive, or strain-related, headaches of Chiari patients, due to dural stretching as cranial volume is briefly increased and not simultaneously vented because of obstruction of CSF flow by the descended tonsils at the foramen magnum. In long-standing instances and particularly in children, this may result in hydrocephalus.

Symptoms of brainstem compression and traction on cranial nerves are noted together, as it may not be possible to distinguish the two in every patient. Patients with Chiari type 1.5 anomalies would presumably have a greater element of cranial nerve traction. Together they include nystagmus, hoarseness, speech and swallowing difficulties, and sleep apnea. Balance problems presumably are the result of traction or compression of cerebellar connections. Findings associated with Chiari anomaly include nystagmus, impaired gag response, and impaired limb
and gait ataxia with resulting impaired balance, as well as other less common findings. Syringobulbia may be encountered in patients with Chiari anomaly and may present with lower cranial nerve involvement and occasionally with diplopia.

Symptoms of PSS

Symptoms of PSS are related to the anatomical location of the cavity (cervical, thoracic, lumbar) and to the position of the cavity or cavities within the spinal cord (unilateral, bilateral, central, diffuse). The latter determine the neurological deficit associated with the syrinx cavity, which can range from minimal to complete paralysis associated with spasticity. Pain, often neuropathic in quality, is frequently associated with syringomyelia and may pose treatment challenges. In addition to medications, spinal cord stimulation has been used for treatment of these patients. Gowers is credited with first describing the so-called dissociated sensory loss, with preservation of tactile sensation and loss of pain and temperature sensation, often in cape-like distribution. Findings associated with syringomyelia are those typical of spinal cord dysfunction and include hand and arm weakness and hand atrophy, gait spasticity, and classic dissociated sensory im-

FIG. 4. A and B: Preoperative sagittal (A) and axial (B) T2-weighted MR images of a 35-year-old woman with Chiari type I anomaly and a large discontinuous syrinx cavity. C and D: Postoperative sagittal (C) and axial (D) T2-weighted MR images that demonstrate satisfactory foramen magnum decompression and near-total resolution of the syrinx cavity. The features of the residual cavity are consistent with a central canal.
pairment, particularly of the shoulder region, with loss of pain and temperature sensation, while vibratory and proprioceptive sensation remain intact.

Surgery and Indications

Surgical treatment of Chiari anomalies dates back to Penfield and Coburn, who performed a posterior fossa decompression in 1938, unfortunately with a fatal outcome. As a major advance was made by Gardner and Angel in 1957, who performed a posterior fossa decompression and placed a tissue or cotton plug at the inferior apex of the fourth ventricle to occlude the presumed communication of the fourth ventricle with a coexisting syrinx cavity. As noted in the section on etiology above, the exposure as such, rather than the obex plug, may explain some of the good outcomes of his patients. The decompression procedure evolved over the years with many variations, as noted below. It is widely accepted that decompression of the posterior fossa and foramen magnum helps with respect to relief of symptoms and resolution of syringomyelia. There are, however, many modifications of the exact technique used.

The goals of surgical decompression should be to relieve brainstem compression and cranial nerve distortion, to restore the instantaneous venting capability of the cranial CSF compartment, and to reduce the syrinx cavity when one is present. Enlarging the cisterna magna is based on the premise that CSF pulsations in an enlarged cisterna magna are present. Enlarging the cisterna magna is based on the premise that CSF pulsations in an enlarged cisterna magna will promote ascent of the cerebellar tonsils as well as aid in the propagation of CSF pulsations into the spinal subarachnoid space. Some, including us, believe that reducing the size of the cerebellar tonsils contributes to the enlargement of the cisterna magna and initiates ascent of the tonsils. Duraplasty may affect intracranial compliance and appears to be associated with a lower risk of reoperation.

Children Versus Adults

There are several reasons why the indications for Chiari surgery differ somewhat for children and adults. Dominance and progression of clinical symptoms, presence of syringomyelia, and presence of scoliosis all are important and relevant considerations. Scoliosis was the presenting symptom in 18% of a large pediatric series. An incidental finding of tonsillar descent, however, must be treated with caution, particularly in view of the known stability of tonsil position, and even ascent of the tonsils in some children. Indications for surgery must be based on clinical assessment as well as imaging. The natural history of Chiari anomaly is such that patients with clinical manifestations of marginal or doubtful significance can be observed. Imaging studies can be repeated after an appropriate time interval, and progressive enlargement of a syrinx cavity, particularly, when associated with clinical symptoms, may be an indication for surgical intervention. The rare spontaneous resolution of Chiari anomaly and syringomyelia has also been reported.

It has been established that decompression of the posterior fossa in children lends itself to less formidable procedures than in many adults. The reasons for this are not entirely clear and different physical properties of a child’s tissues, including the dura and the neural tissue itself, may play a role. Reports have shown that suboccipital bone removal alone may suffice in some children, while others may respond to thinning or scoring of the dura. Reoperation rates in children are not insignificant and may, in part, relate to the fact that a procedure that does not include intradural inspection will miss some relevant pathology.

Adult Chiari Surgery

Some adults appear to respond to similar more minimal decompressive procedures as do children, but the analysis of reports is often difficult because the indications, including the type and degree of anatomical abnormality, are not always clearly comparable to those of individuals undergoing more extensive intradural procedures. Spontaneous resolution of Chiari anomaly and syringomyelia is rare but has been reported. The mechanism by which this phenomenon takes place is not clearly understood. The most widely practiced surgical approach today includes removal of enough occipital bone to uncover the cerebellar tonsils, a laminectomy of the first cervical vertebra, intradural inspection to identify occlusive membranes, manipulation of the tonsils with or without reduction of the tonsils, and duraplasty. The size of the cranietomy opening varies among surgeons. In our practice, it is based on measurements taken from the patient’s imaging studies and usually measures 2.0–2.5 cm in width and 1.5–2.0 cm in vertical distance from the foramen magnum. Larger openings run the risk of developing descent of the cerebellar hemispheres into the decompression and, occasionally, stretching of a dural graft. A C1 laminectomy is performed and the atlantooccipital membrane is resected; the C2 lamina is generally left intact.

Intraoperative ultrasonography has proven particularly helpful in cases in which, for some reason, a more limited procedure is planned. The dura is opened: we prefer a Y-shaped opening to optimize expansion of the cisterna magna, created at the end of the procedure. The dura is retracted with sutures and the arachnoid is initially left intact, to minimize contamination of the subarachnoid space with blood. The arachnoid is then opened and adhesions around the tonsils are lysed so that the tonsils can be mobilized. Care is taken to visualize and protect the posterior inferior cerebellar arteries, which vary widely in their anatomical relationship to the tonsils. Tonsil reduction is not universally performed. In most patients, it has been our practice to use bipolar coagulation of the pial surface of the tonsil tips and medial tonsils, thereby facilitating egress of CSF from the fourth ventricle. It is not uncommon for one of the tonsils to be dominant and the primary cause of the foramen magnum obstruction. We are generally able to visualize the outlet of the fourth ventricle. Rarely, subpial resection of the tonsils is necessary, but may be required in some Chiari type 1.5 cases or other circumstances of voluminous tonsils that do not respond adequately to bipolar electrocautery. Many surgeons prefer to leave the arachnoid intact and do not reduce the cerebellar tonsils. The risk of CSF leakage does not appear to be significantly different, and not opening the arachnoid runs the risk of
leaving significant intradural pathology and may result in suboptimal outcomes and the need for reoperation. Reduction in the syrinx cavity appears to be better in patients undergoing posterior fossa decompression with duraplasty, than in patients undergoing bone decompression only. The material used for duraplasty also varies widely and includes allograft, autologous tissue, and synthetic material. Our own practice is to use a combination of nonstretchable synthetic material together with autologous pericranium. Occipitocervical fusion may be indicated in patients with cranio cervical instability.

The most common complication is leakage of CSF from the incision and ranges from 4.7% to 9.6%. Contained leakage in the form of pseudomeningocele often is not regarded as a complication, although evidence has shown that such pseudomeningocele may act as a compliance reservoir and thereby impair resolution of a syrinx cavity. These complications can be minimized by careful attention to durotomy closure. Other complications are related to the size of the bone decompression, which may be too large or too small, and to delayed instability. An excessively large bone decompression may lead to slumping of the cerebellum into the decompression, sometimes recreating partial obstruction to the circulation of CSF. Removal of the C2 lamina may risk the development of instability in some patients.

Outcomes of Chiari Surgery

Klekamp et al. reported an overall improvement rate of 82.5%–84.5%, related to the severity of arachnoid pathol ogy. Of the numerous and varied preoperative symptoms, tussive headaches are generally reported to be the most likely to improve. Lower cranial nerve dysfunction very often improves, often over a period of months. Many authors have noted that pain related to syringomyelia may not respond to posterior fossa decompressive surgery, even though the size of the syrinx cavity is reduced. Persistence of the syrinx cavity after posterior fossa decompression also occurs in a small percentage of patients and may be related to undetected or reformed occlusions at the outlet of the fourth ventricle.

Imaging improvement is observed in the form of enlargement of the cisterna magna and reduction in the size of the syrinx cavity. A relationship of the Chiari anomaly to vascular alterations has received relatively little attention, but there is evidence that both arterial and venous circulation relate to aspects of outcome. Attempts have been made to systematize the measurement of outcomes of treatment for Chiari anomaly and assess the impact of decompression surgery on the quality of life.

Surgical Treatment of PSS

Surgical treatment of syringomyelia was, for many years, limited to shunting of the syrinx cavity into an extraneural compartment, such as the pleural space or the abdominal cavity. High shunt failure rates were observed, not surprisingly because collapse of the syrinx cavity around the shunt tubing tends to occlude the shunt orifices. MRI and other imaging advances led to a better understanding of the pathology in many patients with PSS. Specific treatment with resection of focal scar or arachnoid membranes demonstrated by myelography have been used extensively, with or without duraplasty. In posttraumatic syringomyelia cases in which persistent bone compression still exists, extradural spinal canal decompression can result in syrinx reduction or resolution. The presumed mechanism is alleviation of the direct subarachnoid space compression, with restoration of the subarachnoid CSF flow. Shunting remains an unavoidable option for some patients with postinflammatory or postinfectious syringomyelia. When subarachnoid resorption of CSF remains possible, shunting into the subarachnoid space is preferable to pleural or peritoneal shunts. Hida et al. recommend placement of the distal shunt tubing anterior to the dentate ligament.

Outcome of Primary Syringomyelia Surgery

The results of surgery for PSS depend on the underlying etiology and the methods used for treatment. The goal of reversing neurological deficit and eliminating associated pain also depends on the age of the patient and, probably, the length of time a syrinx cavity has been present. The management of neuropathic pain encountered by patients who either have or have had syringomyelia continues to be challenging. Response to various modalities differs among patients and it is considered best to try various nonnarcotic medications before resorting to invasive techniques. Gabapentinoids have been most widely used, and their occasional side effects are generally tolerated. Acupuncture has been helpful for some patients. Spinal cord stimulation has been used with success in some patients, but is an invasive procedure and is occasionally associated with implant failure requiring reoperation.

With the availability of better overall care, many patients with syringomyelia are reaching normal life expectancy. Some syringomyelia patients may develop late clinical progression without detectable imaging changes. The belief is that this is analogous to the postpolio syndrome and reflects a superimposition of age-related neuronal loss on underlying syrinx-related cell loss.

Future Directions

It is acknowledged that our present understanding of the Chiari anomaly and of syringomyelia is incomplete. This is underlined by the exceptions to the general pattern of the disorder, including cases of spontaneous resolution, or recurrence of syringomyelia after a seemingly adequate posterior fossa decompression. Intracranial compliance and pressure relationships offer an important area of study. Further study of fluid hydrodynamics and pulsatility may also add to our understanding of both the Chiari anomaly and syringomyelia. The relationship of Chiari anomaly to HCTDs and cranio cervical instability is in need of clarification, and there would be advantages to a clearer definition of the genetic bases of Chiari anomalies. We are only beginning to examine the cognitive changes seen with Chiari, specifically a better understanding of cerebellar function. Diffusion tensor imaging and other advanced techniques may offer additional insights into the pathophysiology of the Chiari anomaly and the changes resulting from surgical therapy. Minimally invasive surgery for Chiari anomaly may be indicated in patients with cranio cervical instability.
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decompressive procedures will probably be developed. One hopes that treatment of neuropathic pain, so often a devastating residual even after successful surgery for syringomyelia, will advance and become more effective. A more standardized approach to Chiari research, allowing for comparison of data, is the aim of the NIH-sponsored Common Data Elements project.21
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